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The traditional approach: stimulus reconstruction

1. **EEG** → **decoder** → correlate over $\tau$ seconds → $\rho_1$
2. **envelope extraction** → correlate over $\tau$ seconds → $\rho_2$
3. **max** → attended speaker
AAD accuracy

![Graph showing AAD accuracy vs. decision window length with high and low time resolution markers.](image)

Decoding the **spatial focus** of auditory attention
Decoding the spatial focus of auditory attention using common spatial pattern (CSP) filtering
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CSP ~ direct classification of covariance matrices
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Direct classification of covariance matrices

\[ T = \log \left( R_{\phi}^{-\frac{1}{2}} R_{xx} R_{\phi}^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right) \]


Direct classification of covariance matrices